"Membership in the REMEDI Central Community allows us to develop realistic and obtainable goals that truly impact patient safety at our facility and help improve our nursing staff’s working conditions through the reduction of unnecessary alarms."

Andy Aldred, PharmD, MBA
Cameron Memorial Community Hospital

A Community Approach to Patient Safety
REMEDI Central makes it possible to perform analyzes at a very detailed level through easy to use filters. Users can perform thousands of unique analyses by selecting different combinations of:
- Hospital
- Date range
- Profile or care area
- Facility
- Type of limit (hard/soft)
- Infusion duration
- Drug or fluid
- Action taken by clinician
- Alert type
- Field limit type
- etc.

REMEDI Central’s newest feature is a drug limit library database and analysis function. Clinicians can generate reports to look at detailed drug library information by selecting the drug, the hospital(s) to compare, and the profile area. The report shows hard/soft limits, durations, concentrations, and more. Lists of standard drug names and profiles are used to make comparisons across hospitals.

The image above shows how benchmarking can influence hospital behavior. The hospital in gold, using REMEDI Central, noted that their compliance rates were lower than others and successfully implemented a plan to improve their compliance. Because community aspects of REMEDI Central are as important as the informatics, the hospital shared this story and the details of their improvement plan during a REMEDI Central conference.

Primary funding for REMEDI Central is provided by the Regenstrief Foundation.